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Abstract 
 
The management of personnel records via the use of clock-in and clock-out systems, whether done 
manually or by other methods such as process paper sheets and time cards, presents a range of issues. 
This phenomenon is evident in operational processes such as the administration of leave of absence, 
whereby an employee is obligated to complete a documentation process that may need many weeks or 
even months before approval is obtained. Numerous scholars have developed a human resource 
management approach in order to address this issue. Nevertheless, the existing technology has the 
potential to address some key obstacles, such as the acquisition of personnel records, via the 
establishment of a centralized electronic database for document management. Nevertheless, due to the 
mostly centralized nature of the system, it is susceptible to unauthorized access and manipulation. 
The primary objective of this research is to provide a comprehensive framework for human resource 
management (HRM) systems that incorporates various security measures. Data flow and use case 
diagrams were constructed in order to illustrate the functionalities of the system. Access is granted 
within the framework upon successful verification of biometric, user name, and facial recognition. The 
use of this method will significantly reduce instances of fraudulent operations and unethical acts 
inside a corporation. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Organizations use human resource management systems to efficiently direct, motivate, and 
supervise their staff, so guaranteeing congruence with the organization's goals while 
acknowledging the distinct motivations of individual employees. Human resources (HR) 
include a range of responsibilities, including but not limited to hiring, promotion, and 
retirement (Gödöllő, 2012). 
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The advent of globalization has given rise to new technologies and processes that need 
acquisition in order to stay updated with the always changing global environment. Given 
the current state of the economy, which is characterized by its information-centric nature, it 
is crucial to recognize the essentiality of acquiring knowledge in order for people to 
successfully navigate the ever-changing global environment. Within the present economic 
landscape, it is imperative to recognize the fundamental role that information plays as the 
underpinning of the economy. Nevertheless, it is essential to acknowledge that knowledge 
is primarily grounded in persons. While various technology may assist in its acquisition, 
knowledge ultimately relies on human action (Illés, 2012).  

 
The domain of Human Resource Management Systems (HRMS) has seen notable 
progressions since its inception (Ming-Hsuan, David, & Narenda, 2020). The present 
discourse pertains to an online solution that has been especially designed to cater to the 
needs of human resources enterprises, aiming to enhance the effectiveness of data 
administration. The system's features include data input, monitoring, and analysis, covering 
the whole of the employee's professional journey from recruitment to retirement (Wang & 
Yuxin, 2018). However, in the present day, HRMS (Human Resource Management Systems) 
mostly rely on the entry of human data, clocking in processes, and other biometric 
techniques that are vulnerable to potential hacking incidents. According to Tariq (2020), the 
employee data is recorded in an Excel spreadsheet, but other important elements like as 
attendance records, pay information, insurance details, and holiday schedules are stored 
separately in specific parts of the Excel spreadsheet or Microsoft Access. The management 
and preservation of such data are marked by their arduous nature and limited appeal, 
further exacerbated by the inherent danger of introducing mistakes throughout the process 
of updating these records. Furthermore, the deficiency of a coherent and comprehensive 
organizational framework in the management procedure, along with the failure to fulfill the 
prerequisites for societal advancement, leads to a dearth of interdepartmental information 
dissemination inside the enterprise (Omar, 2020). As a result, the use of Human Resource 
Management Systems (HRMS) enables the incorporation of computer technology to 
optimize human resource processes, save expenses, and ultimately improve the 
effectiveness and efficiency of human resource management. 

 
Scholars have devised centralized human resource management systems as a means to 
partially alleviate manual labor and enhance employee accessibility to their Human 
Resource Information System (HRIS). This, in turn, streamlines the dissemination of 
information among various departments within the organization (Tariq, 2020).  

 
Pratik's (2020) study emphasizes the need of improving systems to promote cooperation 
inside organizations, particularly in the domains of leave management and monitoring staff 
activities.     Simaanya (2020) investigates several techniques to improve staff management, 
focusing particularly on the elements of the system that influence organizational 
performance.     Taniya et al. (2018) propose the use of an automated system for HR and 
attendance management that employs face recognition technology.   They stress the need of 
continuous improvements in this domain.     In their research, Marcus and Rozario (2018) 
recommended the use of a computerized personnel database and payroll system, along with 
recommendations for using facial recognition technology to improve security.     The film 
Nucleus (2018) presents a computerized human resources system that suggests using 
automation to reduce errors in data input and the possibility of manipulating worker 
attendance.   
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Singh (2018) explores the potential of biometrics technology for access control, specifically 
emphasizing the need of including additional security measures. Arulogun et al. (2018) 
propose a wireless system that utilizes iris recognition to monitor attendance, 
acknowledging the potential for supplementary expenses. Dey and Santhi (2017) suggest the 
implementation of a real-time face recognition Human Resource Management System 
(HRMS), specifically addressing the challenges encountered in different scenarios.     The 
paradigm developed by Kanchev and Kancho (2016) for small-scale firms emphasizes the 
possible concerns related to security and dependability. Virani and Muttu (2015) use the 
Viola-Jones approach to demonstrate the efficacy of certain algorithms in face recognition, 
while emphasizing the need for further improvements.   

 
However, it is important to acknowledge that a potential improvement to the system could 
involve the incorporation of additional modules within the framework of the Human 
Resource Information System (HRIS). These modules would encompass various aspects 
including recruitment, training and development, compensation, benefits, and payroll 
administration. In addition, these systems exclusively depend on login identification (IDs) 
and passwords as the sole means of system security, making them susceptible to 
unauthorized access by individuals who possess the login credentials or possess the ability 
to exploit vulnerabilities through methods such as eavesdropping or gathering dump stars. 
Hence, the security mechanism used inside this specific system demonstrates inefficiency 
and unreliability.  

 
The primary aim of this work is to provide a complete security architecture for a Human 
Resource Management System (HRMS). The suggested framework aims to enhance access 
to resources inside the system by integrating biometric authentication techniques, such as 
fingerprint and face recognition, with conventional login credentials, such as usernames and 
passwords. It is essential that all employees undertake comprehensive authentication and 
verification protocols before being authorized to access any type of information. Hence, this 
framework may be used to effectively tackle the issue of impersonation and the existence of 
bogus workers inside an organization's or establishment's payroll system. This idea has the 
capacity to help enterprises in mitigating significant financial losses. 
 
METHODOLOGY  
The methodology used in this research is Iterative and Incremental Development (IID). This 
paradigm involves a sequential approach to product development, where several cycles are 
undertaken to achieve the intended output. Each cycle is dedicated to making incremental 
improvements to a certain task or component, ultimately leading to the desired conclusion. 
One notable benefit of using this technique is its capacity to enable developers to evaluate 
and scrutinize every individual component throughout the whole of the process, therefore 
gaining valuable insights that may potentially improve the overall design of the final 
system. The breadth of the design is adaptable, allowing for ongoing upgrades and 
modifications to fit required updates. The use of this specific strategy enables a continuous 
progression throughout the whole of the development process, hence eliminating the need 
of delaying revisions until the completion and reducing time wastage. Figure 1 (Iterative 
and Incremental Development Model) depicts the use of the Iterative and Incremental 
Development model inside the proposed framework. 
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Figure 1: Iterative and Incremental Development Model 

 
1. Planning and Requirements Gathering: During the first phase of the HRMS 

framework, the primary objectives are determined and the essential requirements 
are gathered. The requirements of the system may include a range of functionalities, 
such as biometric identification, payroll administration, and personnel records 
management, among others (Omar, 2020). 
 

2. Design: Following the gathering of requirements, the Human Resource Management 
System (HRMS) structure is constructed. The design should include the security 
considerations of the system, the incorporation of modules, the necessary hardware 
and software requirements, and the user interface (Omar, 2020; Shukur et al., 2021). 
 

3. Implementation: In this phase, the construction of the Human Resource 
Management System (HRMS) framework is carried out in accordance with the 
predefined design requirements. This includes the process of programming the 
software, deploying the appropriate hardware components, and incorporating any 
essential third-party software components (Wang, Li & Li, 2021). 
 

4. Testing: In this stage, the development of the Human Resource Management System 
(HRMS) framework is executed in alignment with the predetermined design 
specifications (Peng & Wu, 2021). This encompasses the process of developing the 
software, implementing the suitable hardware components, and integrating any 
necessary third-party software components. 
 

5. Deployment: After the HRMS framework has passed comprehensive testing and 
obtained approval, it is deployed in the production environment (Abdulraheem, 
Zeebaree & Abdulazeez, 2020). The activities included in this procedure involve the 
migration of data from the existing Human Resource Management System (HRMS) 
to the recently deployed framework, in addition to delivering training to personnel 
about the use of the novel system. 
 

6. Maintenance: The maintenance phase includes the ongoing supply of support for the 
Human Resource Management System (HRMS) framework (Liu, 2023). This includes 
addressing any found software problems, expanding the system to accommodate 
additional features, and ensuring the effectiveness and up-to-datedness of the 
security procedures (Saarikko, Westergren & Blomquist, 2020). 
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The Human Resource Management System (HRMS) framework may be iteratively built 
over several cycles utilizing the Incremental and Iterative Development (IID) approach. 
Throughout each step, the development team is given the chance to evaluate and scrutinize 
the various components, therefore gaining valuable insights that can be used to improve the 
overall design of the final system. The use of this technique facilitates ongoing progress 
within the development process, allowing for prompt revisions as necessary, hence 
reducing the inefficiency that would otherwise arise from postponing changes until the 
software development cycle is finished. 
 
Proposed System Framework 
The system illustrated in Figure 2 (The Proposed System Framework) comprises four main 
stages: image acquisition, face detection, feature extraction, and face recognition. These 
various stages collectively contribute to the establishment of a system that efficiently 
oversees human resource information, encompassing aspects such as data management, 
data formats, data storage and retrieval, transaction processing, office automation, 
information processing, control functions, as well as standard and customized software 
(Patil, 2019). The proposed system will be implemented by employing three fundamental 
steps. The first phase entails the identification and extraction of the facial image, which is 
subsequently followed by the preservation of the aforementioned image (Peng, Portugal, 
Alencar & Cowan, 2021). The second phase entails the acquisition of knowledge and 
expertise in the field of facial image analysis, as well as the implementation of training 
procedures using a designated dataset of facial images. The procedure encompasses the 
computation of Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors, which play a crucial role in the identification 
and comparison of facial images with the pre-existing facial image data stored in XML 
format. The integration of facial recognition technology is becoming more prevalent in 
various applications, serving as an initial step to assess human actions, intentions, and 
behaviour (Iqbal, Qureshi, Li & Mahmood, 2023). This technology plays a crucial role in 
advancing the creation of intelligent environments in the future. The comprehension of 
diverse actions and behaviours demonstrated by humans frequently necessitates familiarity 
with the identities of the individuals implicated, as well as the individuals in their 
proximate environment. This phenomenon is evident in various scenarios, including the 
identification of esteemed recurring patrons upon their arrival at a retail establishment, the 
surveillance of conduct within elder care or child care establishments, and the application of 
command control interfaces in military or industrial contexts (Kawulok, Nalepa, Kawulok & 
Smolka, 2021). The interpretation of measurement and observation in various applications is 
facilitated by the pivotal role of identity information in enabling machines to comprehend 
human actions.  

 
The human resources within an organization are widely regarded as its most valuable and 
unique assets. The proficient and adaptable administration of human resources within an 
organization is imperative for its achievement. The escalating intricacy of the human 
resource function has been further intensified by the limited availability of skilled resources 
and the heightened demands placed on employees in modern society. 
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Figure 2: The Proposed System Framework 

Source: (Patil, 2019) 

 
Human Resource Architecture  
The diagram in Figure 3 (Proposed Human Resource Architecture) illustrates the 
architectural design of the framework system being examined. Within this particular 
context, the client initiates communication with the system or server through the utilization 
of API calls. In order to facilitate the exchange of tokens between the server and the client, 
every API call must navigate a security layer and employ the use of a JSON Web Token 
(JWT). The token functions as a mechanism for the client to verify their identity and 
establish their authorization to access the requested resources to the server. The security 
layer is tasked with the responsibility of authenticating every request, as there may be 
certain requests that access the login page without being protected by the security 
mechanism. As a result, the security layer serves to differentiate between requests that are 
protected and those that are not. After the successful integration of the security layer, the 
subsequent element in the system architecture is the request handler. The primary function 
of this module is to handle and execute user requests by utilizing the support provided by 
the service. The service component is tasked with encapsulating and managing the business 
logic. When a transaction is initiated on the server's business side, the service will access the 
database if the transaction requires database interaction. The service will extract the 
pertinent data from the database and employ it in a suitable manner. Following this, the 
system proceeds to initiate a request to the database. The database will now initiate a 
verification process on the queried elements within the system. The aforementioned process 
continues until the user triggers a logout from the system. Upon the termination of the 
user's session, the client computer commences the process of invalidating the token that was 
transmitted by the server as part of the authentication protocol. This guarantees that in 
subsequent interactions, the user can initiate a new authentication process. 
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Figure 3: Proposed Human Resource Architecture 
Source: Author 

 
 
Flowchart Diagram of the Proposed Framework 
Figure 4 (Flowchart Diagram of the Proposed Framework) depicts the flow diagram of the 
proposed framework system. The provided flowchart diagram depicts the comprehensive 
flow pattern within the proposed framework. The document exhibits a deficiency in the 
examination of the majority of its characteristics. The framework commences the process of 
user authentication by initiating and subsequently confirming the user's authentication 
status through the transmission of a request. In the event that the user's authentication 
status is unverified, the system will redirect the user to the authentication page, also known 
as the login page, in order to undertake an endeavour to authenticate the user's identity. The 
user provides their credentials, which encompass personal identification and the requisite 
biometric data for system entry, encompassing facial recognition or fingerprint 
authentication. After successfully verifying the user's credentials, the system proceeds to 
determine whether the individual has administrative privileges or is an employee. The loop 
will continue to execute and display a login prompt to the user until authentication is 
successfully completed. At this stage, the system will also conduct a verification process to 
confirm the user's administrative privileges. If he is not present, he has the opportunity to 
navigate to his profile page, complete a training application, or lodge a complaint if deemed 
necessary. If an individual assumes the role of administrator, they are vested with the 
power to supervise a range of administrative responsibilities, including but not limited to 
managing payroll, maintaining employee records, facilitating training initiatives, and 
executing enrolment procedures. The program engages in iterative execution within this 
loop until the user chooses to terminate the program. 
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Figure 4: Flowchart Diagram of the Proposed Framework 

Source: Author 

 
 
Use Case Diagram of the Proposed Framework 
Figure 5 (Use Case Diagram of the Proposed Framework) depicts the utilization of the 
proposed framework through a use case diagram. All activities are confined within a 
rectangular enclosure. Authentication is an essential requirement for any action carried out 
within the system. The system functions available to a regular employee user are restricted 
to accessing their profile for potential modifications and reviewing their years of service for 
training application purposes. The individual fulfilling the role of administrator, while 
simultaneously functioning as an employee within the system, is assigned the duty of 
overseeing the management of personnel records across all departments. The individual 
appointed as the super administrator assumes a comprehensive role within the 
organization, possessing the requisite authority to oversee and supervise all activities taking 
place within the system. 
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.  
Figure 5: Use Case Diagram of the Proposed Framework 
Source: Author 

 
 
Entity Relationship Diagram 
The subjects can be classified into two distinct categories, whereby the first category 
encompasses subjects that exhibit interconnections. The database system employs the 
departmental sequence, also referred to as the one down, to effectively manage and store 
departmental identification numbers. The audit is not linked to any of the tables. The 
administrator also does not possess any affiliation with an entity. The topic under 
consideration is characterized by its autonomy and lack of reliance on external factors. 
Likewise, the aforementioned principle is applicable to the system settings. The individuals 
are functioning autonomously. A correlation can be observed between the Fingerprint entity 
and the employee entity. This statement remains valid in the context of payroll, procedural 
sequences, organizational units, hierarchical tiers, and employee development programs. 
The employee training table functions as a database for the purpose of managing and 
preserving records pertaining to employees who are presently involved in training 
endeavours. The training table demonstrates a relational association with the employee 
table. Figure 6 (Entity Relationship Diagram) illustrates the entity relationship diagram 
(ERD) of the HRMS framework that has been proposed.  
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Figure 6: Entity Relationship Diagram 

Source: Author 

 
Furthermore, in this study, the emphasis on security is paramount, ensuring that personnel 
records can only be accessed by users whose biometric credentials are recognized by the 
system. This stands in contrast to the works of Simaanya (2020) and Pratik (2020), where this 
crucial security feature was overlooked. 
 
In the research by Arulogun, Olatunbosun, Fakolujo, and Olaniyi (2018), a notable 
drawback is the high implementation cost of their system. Additionally, the system relies 
solely on iris recognition, lacking alternative verification methods such as fingerprint 
recognition to enhance overall security. 
Taniya et al.'s (2018) study highlights limitations in their system's ability to accurately 
identify facial differences beyond 30 degrees. This observation points to a specific challenge 
in their facial recognition technology, suggesting a potential area for improvement in future 
system developments. 
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CONCLUSION  
The conventional method of personnel record management, characterized by the utilization 
of clock-in and clock-out procedures, is susceptible to various challenges, such as potential 
delays and security vulnerabilities. Academic researchers have devised human resource 
management systems in order to tackle these concerns; however, current technologies are 
susceptible to hacking and unauthorized entry. This research paper presents a theoretical 
framework that delineates the incorporation of diverse security systems, including 
biometric, username, and facial recognition verification, within the domain of human 
resource management systems. The proposed framework is anticipated to effectively 
mitigate occurrences of fraudulent activities and unethical practices within an organization. 
The data flow and use case diagrams illustrated in this research showcase the functional 
aspects of the proposed system. Through the implementation of this framework, 
organizations are afforded the opportunity to optimize the efficacy of their human resource 
management processes and safeguard sensitive personnel information.  
 
Future research may involve implementing the proposed framework in real life to assess its 
effectiveness in improving human resource management system security and efficiency. By 
adding two-factor authentication and data encryption, the framework can be strengthened. 
To assess the system's usability and suitability for human resources professionals, user 
testing and feedback would be beneficial. In conclusion, the framework can be customized 
and applied to sectors like healthcare and finance that prioritize data security and 
management. A more secure and efficient personnel record management system would 
result from the proposed adaptation. 
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